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Foxlink Image Technology (FIT) was originally established as 
Compeye Corporation in March 1997. It engaged in 
development and manufacture of flatbed scanners. In 
September 2000, Compeye became a member of Cheng Uei 
(Foxlink) Group, which is a public listed company in Taiwan and 
specializes in the manufacture of connectors, cables, and other 
components. Compeye was then renamed as Foxlink Image 
Technology.  (Source:  http://www.foxlink.com/web/en/)

In the first case, the scanner cover contains grid structure with tiny 
features (Fig. 1). This is a challenge in injection molding and can 
easily cause short shot and weld line issues. To control the cost of 
design revision and tooling, it requires a better understanding of 
the product moldability at the early design stage. In the second 
case, the gear of the scanner requires more stringent dimensional 
requirements for proper functions as well as good surface finish (e. 
g. gating area) for accurate assembly. Moldex3D supports early 
diagnosis of different molding defects and provides optimization on 
molding performance.

Image Courtesy of Foxlink Image Technology
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Design Evaluation and Optimization Prior to Scanner
Component Tooling

Executive Summary

http://www.foxlink.com/web/en/
http://www.moldex3d.com/en/products/software/moldex3d/advanced/
http://www.moldex3d.com/en/products/software/moldex3d/flow/
http://www.moldex3d.com/en/products/software/moldex3d/pack/
http://www.moldex3d.com/en/products/software/moldex3d/cool/
http://www.moldex3d.com/en/products/software/moldex3d/warp/
http://www.moldex3d.com/en/products/software/moldex3d/designer-blm/
http://www.moldex3d.com/en/products/software/moldex3d/solution-add-on/fiber/


Fig. 1 The scanner cover with grid structure and tiny features is challenging during injection molding

Fig. 2 The short shot issues on different gating design are evaluated through the flow front result in Moldex3D Filling analysis
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　●   To evaluate potential short shots with different gating design of a scanner cover
　●   To optimize the scanner gear part and mold design for meeting dimension criteria

Challenges

　●   Predicted short shots in the early design 
　●   Identified the cause of dimensional inaccuracy and improved part shrinkage and heat accumulation problems.

Benefits

The first case of a scanner cover is to evaluate if revising gating designs can help resolve the short shot problem 
caused by tiny features in the grid structure. Moreover, Foxlink had to predict the final dimension of a molded scanner 
gear and find the major issue for design revision to meet product criteria.

First, they utilized Moldex3D simulation to evaluate two gating designs for the scanner cover (Fig. 2, from the grid 
structure or center area), and found similar short shots in both cases, thus, the designer decided to mold the 
component parts separately (Fig. 3).

Case Study

Applying Moldex3D filling analysis to evaluate short shot and flow imbalance issues, and utilizing packing and cooling 
analyses to evaluate the impact of part shrinkage and over-packing 

Solutions

Type A Type B



Foxlink decided to mold the scanner cover components separately since there’s no viable solution to solve the short 
shot.

In the scanner gear case, the simulation results showed flow imbalance and over-packing issue, resulting in part 
deformation and failure on dimension criteria (Fig. 4). Foxlink proposed 3 design revisions in order to improve the part 
deformation issue (Fig. 5)
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Fig. 3 It shows short shot risk no matter which gating design was applied, hence, it was suggested to mold as two seperated parts

Fig. 4 The difference of the upper and lower part (Ø X & Ø Y) of the scanner gear has to meet required dimension criteia

Fig. 5 Three different revised designs were proposed to improve the part deformation of the scanner gear

X Displacement
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0.17 mm

Original Design

Revised Design

Original

Type_A Type_C

Shift gating location to outer side

2. Lower the cavity parting face

1. Add 0.5mm thickness to outer gating areaAdd rib to help pressure transfer

Type_B



Moldex3D can help achieve tooling with much lower cost and provide early diagnosis of molding defects, such as 
short shots, air traps, sink marks and warpage, and further help save significant amounts of production money and 
mitigate risks before the actual production.

After verifying the original design and revised designs through Moldex3D Filling/Packing/Cooling, Foxlink found that 
gating relocation, parting face shift and part design change on local thickness are required in order to effectively 
resolve the flow imbalance and over-packing problem on the molded scanner gear so that the dimension after 
deformation would be greatly improved. The actual molding results showed that Type C can improve filling pressure, 
result in fewer packing pressure losses and improve heat accumulation as well as uneven part shrinkage. Moreover, 
the actual difference between the upper and lower part of the gear opening (Ø X & Ø Y) fell around 0.03mm, which 
met the design criteria and was correspondent with the simulation prediction (Fig. 6).

Results
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Fig. 6 The packing and part deformation simulation results of the revised designs
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